
Equities
As stewards of client capital for more than thirty years, our aim is to provide portfolios driven by
pragmatic investment choices.

Read more

Fixed income
Find income with our actively managed strategies, run by our experienced fixed income teams.

Read more

Your global, active asset manager with a
multi-boutique approach.
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Insights

Multi asset
Our experienced multi asset teams manage portfolios to support a broad range of investor needs.

Read more

Sustainable investing
What do you believe in?

Read more

Our business
As a reliable partner to our clients, we strive to turn their individual investment plans into a long-
term success.

Read more
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TwentyFour Blog
15 Nov 2019 by David Norris

IG demand would be key to Walgreens buyout
At this late point in the cycle, fixed income investors are on high alert for signs of potential excess
in the capital markets, and a proposal for potentially the biggest leveraged buyout (LBO) in history
would certainly fall into that category.

Read more

TwentyFour Asset Management

TwentyFour Blog
6 Nov 2019 by Mark Holman

US corporate credit demand slows again
The Senior Loan Officer Opinion Survey, combined with financial results from the banks, is probably
still the most useful tool we have for gauging the cycle’s life expectancy.

Read more

Fixed Income Boutique

Market Update
5 Nov 2019 by Luc D'hooge, Wouter Van Overfelt, Thierry Larose
Emerging Markets

Outlook on Argentina’s presidential transition and debt market
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Outlook on Argentina s presidential transition and debt market
Head of Emerging Markets Bonds Luc D’hooge and his team give you their outlook for Argentina’s
presidential transition and the country’s debt markets

Read more

TwentyFour Asset Management

TwentyFour Blog
5 Nov 2019 by Mark Holman

Risk well underpinned going into year-end
A number of threats to risk assets have dissipated and could become positive tail risks for markets
moving into 2020.

Read more

Fixed Income Boutique

Viewpoint
5 Nov 2019 by Christian Hantel

How healthy is the credit market?
One of the few options available to corporate credit investors to generate returns in this low-yield
environment is to pick bonds destined for an upgrade. In this Viewpoint, Senior Portfolio Manager
Christian Hantel explains how he does it.

Read more
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Outlook
5 Nov 2019

Vescore Global Market Outlook November 2019
Capital markets are still being driven by central banks and the hope of reaching an agreement in
trade talks. This is our models’ assessment of the situation.

Read more

Multi Asset Boutique

Outlook
4 Nov 2019 by Frank Häusler

Investors’ Outlook November 2019: Treats not Tricks
A Halloween fright in the form of a no-deal Brexit or an escalation in the trade dispute has not
materialized, so we can now take a look at positive developments, especially in terms of central
banks.

Read more

Sustainable Equities Boutique

Viewpoint
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Viewpoint
31 Oct 2019 by Pascal Dudle, Ma�hias Fawer
Sustainable Investing

Impactology "alla Milanese"
Today is the United Nations’ World Cities Day, an occasion to highlight sustainable ways of
improving urban life across the globe. We stay closer to home, concentrating on a single European
metropolis, Milan, whose a�ractions would shine brighter if it realized its “green” potential in full.

Read more

TwentyFour Asset Management

TwentyFour Blog
30 Oct 2019 by Aza Teeuwen

What Does US Loan Underperformance Mean for Bondholders?
"The European CLO market is much smaller, but given the US is further ahead in the economic
cycle, the US market can provide a good indication of what might happen in Europe."

Read more
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